0. Overview

Ackerman and Stanton (2013), *Climate economics: the state of the art*

1. Basics

*Kyoto, Climate & energy framework, Low-carbon economy, European Commission*

1.1 www.ec.europa.eu/clima/, *Climate change*

2. Energy Sector and Climate Risk

*Unburnable carbon, Carbon pricing, Emission Trading Systems*

2.1 Mehta et al. (2013), *Oil and carbon revisited: Value at risk from unburnable reserves*

2.2 Rogge et al. (2011), *The innovation impact of the EU Emission Trading System - Findings of Company case studies in the German power sector*

3. Green Banking

*Sustainability, Markets and Banking Products, Ratings*
3.1 Anderson et al. (2014), *Stability and sustainability in banking reform: Are environmental risks missing in Basel III?*

3.2 Jeucken (2001), *Sustainable Finance and Banking*

3.3 Kraemer and Negrila (2014), *Climate change is a global mega-trend for sovereign risk*

4. Insurance and Pension Funds

*natural disaster insurance, insurer responses to climate change, low carbon investments*

4.1 Mills (2009), *From Risk to Opportunity Insurer Responses to Climate Change*

Thistlethwaite (2011), *The ClimateWise Principles: Self-Regulating Climate Change Risks in the Insurance Sector*

4.2 Della Croce et al. (2011), *The role of pension funds in financing green growth initiatives*

4.3 Low-probability, high-impact insurance

Botzen and van den Bergh (2012), *Risk attitudes to low-probability climate change risks: WTP for flood insurance*

Browne et al. (2015), *Behavioral bias and the demand for bicycle and flood insurance*

5 Risk Management

*Climate policy risk, Integrated assessment models (IAMs), Stranded assets, Hedging, Asset allocation*

5.1 Andersson et al. (2016), *Hedging climate risk*

5.2 Stranded Assets

Caldecott and McDaniels (2014), *Stranded assets and scenarios*

Caldecott and McDaniels (2014), *Stranded generation assets: Implications for European capacity mechanisms, energy markets and climate policy,*

Schaefer and Stoltenfeldt (2016), *Co2-Emissionen und ihre Wirkungen auf den Finanzplatz Frankfurt am Main (Carbon risks for the Frankfurt Financial Center)*

Monasterolo et al. (2016), *Understanding Investors’ Exposure to Climate Stranded Assets to Inform the Post-Carbon Policy Transition in the Eurozone*
5.3 Integrated assessment models (IAMs)
Schneider (1997), Integrated assessment modeling of global climate change: Transparent rational tool for policy making or opaque screen hiding value-laden assumptions?
Ackerman et al. (2009), Limitations of integrated assessment models of climate change

6 Economics of Climate Risk, Social Welfare of Society

uncertainty (versus risk), social welfare function, discount rate for climate change analysis, social cost of carbon, intergenerational decisions

Ackerman and Stanton (2013), Climate economics: the state of the art, Chapter 2

6.1 Farber (2010), Uncertainty
Kunreuther et al. (2013), Risk management and climate change
Heal and Millner (2013), Uncertainty and decision in climate change economics

6.2 Ackerman et al. (2009), Limitations of integrated assessment models of climate change

6.3 Arrow et al. (1996), Intertemporal equity, discounting, and economic efficiency
Arrow et al. (2013), How should benefits and costs be discounted in an intergenerational context? The views of an expert panel.

6.4 Nordhaus (2007), A review of the Stern review on the economics of climate change
Weitzman (2007), A review of the Stern Review on the economics of climate change

6.5 Ackerman and Stanton (2012), Climate risks and carbon prices: Revising the social cost of carbon
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